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Welcome to HAYDAYS
Are you curious, adventurous, dreamy,
imaginative and ready to have fun? Do you
like listening, talking, cutting and sticking, singing
or dressing up? And, of course, reading? I hope
so, because the HAYDAYS programme is packed
with events designed to celebrate the creativity
that can make all of that happen.

For history in a more sober vein, Michael
Morpurgo will be reflecting on the First World
War and his award-winning book Private Peaceful.
William Shakespeare’s 400th anniversary will
be commemorated in all ways from comic strip
to stage performance and we look forward to
sharing it with you.

At HAYDAYS you’ll have the chance to make
a magical connection with authors, illustrators,
artists, and performers of all kinds.You may
learn their secrets; you’ll certainly be able
to share some of your own.

We are calling all Dahl fans to celebrate loudly
at the Dirty Beasts concert and to come and
vote in our massive debate to find Roald
Dahl’s most villainous villain. They are a pretty
unpleasant bunch but who is the nastiest of
them all? The debate will be chaired by Blue
Peter presenter Lindsey Russell. There is a
whole series of Roald Dahl events at Hay this
year to mark the Dahl 100 centenary.

HAYDAYS brings together favourite authors
and illustrators including Jacqueline Wilson,
Michael Morpurgo, Chris Riddell, Patrick
Ness, Cressida Cowell, Julia Donaldson,
Julian Clary, Francesca Simon, Andy
Stanton, Nick Sharratt, Lucy Worsley
and Sophie Thompson. And it will give you
the chance to meet new authors and illustrators
such as M.G. Leonard, Alwyn Hamilton
and Kiran Millward Hargrave, whose
wonderful books are waiting to be discovered.
Science, history and Shakespeare are all
big themes this year.You can test your
knowledge with TV scientist Dr Emily
Grossman, best-known for Duck Quacks
Don’t Echo, find out all about the human body
from Professor Robert Winston or escape
to a Blue Moon in Lucy Hawking’s latest
fabulous and scientific adventure. But if you
fancy the past more than the future, you can
travel back to the Tudors with historian and
broadcaster Lucy Worsley and her young
heroine who is a Maid of Honour at the
court of King Henry VIII. Or go mad with the
Vikings and Cressida Cowell or Nick Sharratt.

Old favourites the Thunderbirds are visiting and
Beatrix Potter’s World will be revealed as we
celebrate her 150th birthday, and we’ll give a
bear hug to Winnie-the-Pooh as he turns 90.
Hold the front page with First News as it reports
news specifically for children; make models with
Aardman Animations; discover the mysteries
of the weather and join a host of workshops (all
details are online).
As part of Hay Festival’s global partnership with
the BBC, we are thrilled that this year CBBC
and CBeebies are coming to Hay. Meet the
writer, cast and crew of the award-winning series
Wolfblood, hear Dan Freeman talk about how
his books have been made into TV series Jamie
Johnson. Join Lindsey Russell from Blue Peter as
she talks to the Blue Peter Book award winners
and find out about the CBBC Book Club.
Whatever the story and whatever way you like
to enjoy it, you’ll find it at HAYDAYS.

HAYDAYS Director
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Want to vlog or write or act? Want to know what
Shakespeare might have written if he had thought
of travelling in space? Want to be the first to know
who has won The Bookseller YA Book Prize 2016?
Or just want to listen to your favourite authors
talking about their favourite things?
#HAYYA is full of events for readers and writers
eager to know more about how the stories they
love in books or films or on YouTube came about.
Join Patrick Ness, author and screenwriter of
A Monster Calls, as he discusses the book and the
film with actor Lewis MacDougall who plays
the book’s hero Conor on screen. Celebrate
with Melvin Burgess as he revisits his groundbreaking title Junk which caused such an uproar
20 years ago.

Bookshop
All the authors’ books will be
on sale in the well-stocked Hay
Festival Bookshop, which is larger
than ever, making it the perfect
place for buying and browsing.
There will be signing sessions in
the bookshop after most of the
events, giving you the opportunity
to meet your heroes and heroines.

Safety Policy
Children aged 12 years and
under must be accompanied at all
times by a parent or a guardian,
including during events, unless
otherwise stated. The LOST
CHILD POINT is in the Make
& Take Tent in the HAYDAYS
Courtyard from 10am-5pm every
day. Outside these hours it is
located in the Admin Office,
next to the Box Office. For
information on accessibility visit
hayfestival.org/access.
Visitors to Hay Festival may be
filmed and/or photographed for
future promotions for the festival.

Listen to Malorie Blackman as she presents
a brilliant new take on the old story of
Desdemona and Othello. Hear from
Caspar Lee how he became a vlogging
sensation and what it takes to remain one.
Relive the desperation of a First World War
soldier in Michael Morpurgo’s Private Peaceful.
Listen to Holly Smale as as she talks about
her Geek Girl series and why she finds writing
YA fiction so intensely satisfying.
For older teenagers and students visit the new
Hay Festival Compass venue on our festival site,
packed with resources and drop-in events.
Every event is a spell-binding journey of
discovery that will take you to the heart of
creativity and the many ways it may be inspired.

Visit the HAYDAYS
Courtyard

HAY FESTIVAL
FRIENDS

Most of our events take place
in the Starlight Stage and the
Cube. The Make & Take Tent
is bigger and better this year, so
do drop in and get crafting. We
are open from 10am-5pm with
themes for each day, whether it is
making a Dream Jar for Dahl 100,
or celebrating the anniversaries of
Elmer, Beatrix Potter or The Jungle
Book. Tracey Radford will show
you how to make zoo animals out
of spare egg boxes and Sirkka
Fisk will introduce us to Ommie,
smart Yoga for Kids.

For a better chance of securing
tickets for all events at the
Festival, please consider becoming
a Friend. For just £10 you may
upgrade your membership to
Family and see the HAYDAYS
programme first, as well as having
the opportunity to book special
workshops with small capacities.

There’s also a garden area where
parents and children can hang out
and enjoy a Shepherds ice cream
between events; baby-changing
facilities and a pram park are
located here.

Archebwch ar-lein ar hayfestival.
org/HAYDAYS Ffoniwch y swyddfa
docynnau ar 01497 822 629.

Croeso
Croeso i HAYDAYS, rhaglen Gŵyl y
Gelli i blant a theuluoedd! Dydd Sul
26 Mai–Dydd Sul 5 Mehefin 2016.

Thanks to the
Welsh Government

HAYDAYS and Schools Programme
Director Julia Eccleshare
HAYDAYS and Schools Programme
Manager Nessie Mason

Thank you to
A P Watt at United Agents
on behalf of Quentin Blake.
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SATURDAY 28 MAY
[HD1] 10am TATA TENT £7

[HD5] 1pm TELEGRAPH STAGE £6

[HD9] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Julia Donaldson
The Detective Dog

Cressida Cowell
How To Fight a Dragon’s Fury

Chris Packham
Amazing Animal Journeys

Julia Donaldson gives a first peek
at Detective Dog Nell, her latest
character, in a sensational all-singing,
all-dancing performance. Join Julia and
her friends as they introduce a dog
who not only has super powers of
smell but can also help children
learn to read.

Come, dragon tamers everywhere!
Practise your Dragonese with author
and illustrator Cressida Cowell,
creator of the awesome How to Train
your Dragon books. Learn the secrets of
Hiccup Horrendous Haddock the Third
– sword-fighter, dragon whisperer and
greatest Viking Hero who ever lived.
The author celebrates the grand finale
of this best-selling series.

The TV presenter and wildlife
champion shares his passion for
the natural world and his deep
understanding of the animals that live
in it. In his latest book he looks at the
incredible journeys animals make as
they migrate across the globe.

6+

Tracey Corderoy
and Steven Lenton
Shifty McGifty and Slippery
Sam – The Diamond Chase

3+
[HD2] 10am CUBE £5

Gareth P Jones
Adventures of the
Steampunk Pirates

[HD6] 1pm CUBE £6

All aboard The Leaky Battery!
In Rise of the Slippery Sea Monster
the ever-popular Steampunk Pirates
are attacked by a sea monster hungry
for gold.Will the pirates by able
to defend themselves? The author
reveals the amazing powers of these
remarkable seafaring heroes with
the help of his ukulele and accordion
and the singing of some rousing sea
shanties. Pirate dress optional.
6+

Patrick Ness and Lewis
MacDougall talk to
Daniel Hahn
A Monster Calls
Described by John Green as “an
insanely beautiful writer”, the
award-winning author of the Chaos
Walking trilogy has just completed the
screenplay for a major motion picture
of A Monster Calls. Lewis MacDougall
plays Conor, the boy at the heart of
the story. Join them and enjoy a first
preview of scenes from the film.
12+

#HAYYA

[HD3] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £5

Juno Dawson, Eve Ainsworth,
Martyn Bedford and
Patrice Lawrence
Meet the authors of four of the
most talked about YA books: Mind
Your Head, Crush, Twenty Questions for
Gloria and Orange Boy and hear how
their books explore the complex and
high-octane dramas of adolescence
– including aspects of love, hate and
psychological pressure.
12+

#HAYYA

[HD4] 11.30am CUBE £6

Dr Emily Grossman
Surprising Science
Did you know that we share half of
our DNA with a banana? Or that
rattlesnakes can kill you even when
they are dead? Or that we make better
decisions when we need a wee? Test
yourself on some of the weird and
wonderful science facts explained by the
scientist and TV expert best known for
the TV series Duck Quacks Don’t Echo.
8+
4

[HD7] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Elmer the Patchwork
Elephant
Elmer Day
Celebrate everyone’s favourite
patchwork elephant, on the very first
Elmer Day. Listen to the wonderful
stories about Elmer, and share in the
funny adventures he and his friends
get up to. Come dressed in your
brightest clothes.
3+
[HD8] 2.30pm CUBE £5

Horatio Clare
Aubrey and the Terrible Yoot
Horatio Clare weaves a spell-binding
story of a rambunctious boy, some
remarkable animals, a lot of jokes and
a darkly evil magic that Aubrey must
bravely defeat if he is to save his father.
Peter Florence says, “This is destined
to become a children’s classic”.
8+

6+
[HD10] 4pm CUBE £5

Shifty McGifty and his accomplice
Slippery Sam, a pair of notorious
robber dogs, have recently swapped
their life of crime for a career in
cupcakes. Join their creators as they
entertain with the comic rhymes and
illustrations from their most recent hit.
3+
[HD11] 5.30pm CUBE £6

Holly Smale
Geek Girl
The award-winning author as she
discusses her best-selling Geek Girl
titles, the ups and downs of her
previous career as a model and why
she loves writing for YA readers. In
conversation with Emily Drabble.
12+

#HAYYA
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SUNDAY 29 MAY
[HD12] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5

G R Gemin
Sweet Pizza
The writer’s new novel has
immigration at its heart. It is the story
of Joe’s struggle to save the family-run
café in Bryn Mawr that was started
before the war by his Italian greatgreat grandfather. He vows to keep it
open, and find out more about his past
at the same time, as well as trying to
bring a diverse town together through
good food and fine times.
8+

[HD16] 1pm CUBE £4

[HD13] 10am CUBE £6

The Clangers –
The Brilliant Surprises

Benji Davies
Grandad’s Island
Illustrator and animator Benji Davies
describes and demonstrates how he
creates his stunningly beautiful picture
books. In particular he explores his
latest book which touchingly explores
how a young child deals with the death
of a favourite grandparent.
3+
[HD14] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £7

The Delightful World
of Jeremy Strong

The best-selling author has jokes
a-plenty as he talks about Vikings,
Romans, My Brother’s Famous Bottom, a
karate princess and Streaker, the worldfamous, hundred-mile-an-hour dog.
6+
[HD15] 11.30am CUBE £7

Salvatore Rubbino
Draw me a City
Watch and join the illustrator on an
adventure through some of the world’s
iconic cities – London, Paris and New
York. Learn how to draw wonderful
cityscapes and characters and create
your own pictures.
3+

A magical making and listening event
with a professional storyteller. Hear
all the best stories about the loveable
Clangers in an event that includes the
official Clangers whistle. Following
the story there will be the chance to
design new Clanger finger puppets and
to hear and act out a special new story.
3+

[HD19] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES
STAGE £7

Robert Winston
Utterly Amazing Human Body
The pioneering doctor shares the
amazing facts behind the mechanics
of the human body. Describing how
the brain works, what makes hair grow,
what humans can do with each of their
five senses, he brings the science of the
human body vividly to life.
8+
In association with The Royal Society

[HD17] 2.30pm TATA TENT £7

Jacqueline Wilson
talks to Julia Eccleshare
The Hay Library Lecture
The great Jacqueline Wilson, the
most-borrowed children’s author from
libraries, reveals the inspiration behind
her latest book, Rent a Bridesmaid. She
discusses her inspiration and love of
books with the HAYDAYS Director.
8+
In association with The Reading Agency

[HD20] 4pm CUBE £5

Pamela Butchart
and Laura James
Doggy Delights with
Pug and Pugsley
Pugsley, star of Pugsley Solves a Crime,
is a dog with aspirations and dreams.
Pug, inspired by Laura James’ own dog
Brian and star of Captain Pug, is a quiet
stay-at-home dog, frightened of water
– until he hides in a picnic hamper and
finds himself on a sea-faring adventure!

[HD18] 2.30pm CUBE £5

6+

Steven Butler
The Odd Bods

[HD21] 5.30pm TELEGRAPH STAGE £7

The author and actor’s hilarious
picture-book takes a kindly look at
all sorts of interesting and entertaining
bods, and shows that being different
can be fun. Come and find out more
about The Odd Bods and join
Steven as he acts out their very
special characteristics.
3+

Francesca Simon
and Steven Butler
Battle of the Baddies
Horrid Henry and Dennis the Menace
go head-to-head in a battle to find
out who is the more terrible of the
two. Join the creators of two of the
best-loved bad guys as they send their
characters into the fight, then vote for
the winner in this deadly contest.
6+

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org/HAYDAYS
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MONDAY 30 MAY
[HD22] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

[HD25] 11.30am CUBE £5

[HD28] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Pamela Butchart
To Wee or Not to Wee!

Jenny Broom
The Wonder Garden

Secret Treasures of
Ancient Egypt

Take a fresh look at Shakespeare with
the Blue Peter Award-winning author
as she gives action-packed retellings of
Macbeth, Hamlet, A Midsummer’s Night
Dream and Romeo and Juliet.

Join the illustrator on a journey of
discovery in some of the Earth’s most
amazing habitats. Explore the coral on
the Great Barrier Reef, experience the
astonishing peaks of the Himalayas,
trek through the Amazon rainforest,
experience the darkest paths of the
Black Forest and the dry heat of the
Chihuahuan desert. And then draw
your own ‘wonder garden’.

6+

#TALKINGABOUTSHAKESPEARE

[HD23] 10am CUBE £5

Viviane Schwarz
How to Find Gold
Join the picture-book creator on
a journey through the imagination
searching for hidden treasure.There’s
gold to find and secrets to keep but,
above all there is a wonderful story to
celebrate.With live drawing, treasure
maps and story time, this is perfect for
little adventurers.
3+
[HD24] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Francesca Simon
The Monstrous Child
The best-selling author’s teenage
heroine, Hel, knows every feeling of
adolescence. But as goddess of the
Underworld, when she behaves badly
she doesn’t just get sent to her room;
she gets sent to rule over the dead for
all eternity! Hel has powers that most
teens can only dream of – but they
come at a price.
10+

Step back in time and explore
the amazing lost cities of
Thonis-Heracleion and Canopus
with the help of an expert, a British
Museum curator of The Sunken
Cities: Egypt’s Lost Worlds exhibition.
Enjoy seeing incredible underwater
photographs from the site and
discover how these fantastic cities
were rediscovered.

6+

8+

[HD26] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

[HD29] 2.30pm CUBE £6

The Magical World
of Beatrix Potter
150th Anniversary Celebration

Emma Yarlett
Nibbles:The Book Monster

Jump right inside The Tale of Peter
Rabbit when you hear it read aloud
by a professional storyteller. Help
brainstorm a sequel describing
what Peter Rabbit might get up to
if he escaped in Hay. Children will
leave with reminders of the great
author, an exclusive notebook to
help them develop a writing career,
and a pack of seeds in memory of
her love of gardening.
3+
[HD27] 1pm CUBE £6

Lizzy Stewart
There’s a Tiger in the Garden
Join Lizzy Stewart as she brings her
beautiful picture-book to life through
a fabulous craft workshop. Create a
pop-up garden or a jungle and make
wonderful puppets of the amazing
animals you might find there.
6+

Join the author/illustrator telling the
stories behind her new book-eating
character Nibbles, who is eating his
way through some of our favourite
fairytales. As a result they are all
muddled up. Come and help Nibbles
get back to where he properly belongs.
3+
[HD30] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Tom Ellen and Lucy Ivison
Never Evers
Tom Ellen, journalist, and Lucy Ivison,
school librarian, discuss how they
created Never Evers, the sequel to
Lobsters. Are two writers better than
one when it comes to having great
ideas? Does their experience of having
been at sixth form together help when
they are writing about Mouse and Jack
and the great disaster of the school
ski-ing trip?
12+

#HAYYA

[HD31] 4pm CUBE £5

Fleur Alexander
Above and Below
Take part in an interactive session
with the storyteller exploring eight
amazing habitats above and below the
Earth’s surface, recreated in Patricia
Hegarty and Hanako Clulow’s book.
Delve into the rainforest, dive into the
ocean and learn about the sustaining
connections between the two.
3+

01497 822 629
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TUESDAY 31 MAY
[HD32] 10am TATA TENT £8

[HD35] 11.30am CUBE £12

The Magnard Ensemble
Revolting Rhymes
and Marvellous Music

Aardman Workshops
Model-making 1: Gromit

The lively, dynamic chamber group and
narrator Rebecca Kenny explore the
world of Roald Dahl’s poetry through
live instrumental music and theatre.
Accompany them and composers
Paul Patterson and Martin Butler
on an interactive musical adventure.
You will meet some of your favourite,
familiar characters and you might even
think that you know the stories, but
take care – in the weird and wonderful
world of Roald Dahl’s imagination
nothing is ever quite what it seems.
Patterson: Little Red Riding Hood;
Butler: Dirty Beasts; Patterson:The
Three Little Pigs.
“A hugely gifted ensemble of the
younger generation, the chemistry
between the seven young players is
magical, the maturity and sensitivity
of their playing is a delight” Paul Patterson
[HD33] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Andy Stanton
10 Years of Mr Gum
You’re a Bad Man, Mr Gum has become
a modern classic – pretty good at only
10 years old. But, as the winner of two
Roald Dahl Funny Book Prizes, two
Blue Peter Book Awards and the Red
House Book Award, this was always
something special. Celebrate Mr Gum
with the author in an event that is
likely to be as riotous as the book.
8+
[HD34] 10am CUBE £6

Simon James
Dear Greenpeace
Celebrate 25 years of this picturebook with its award-winning creator
Simon James (Baby Brains, Nurse
Clementine). Little Emily has a whale
living in her garden pond and decides
to write to Greenpeace for tips
on how to look after him. With
storytelling and live drawing, Simon
takes you on a journey through this
much-loved classic and introduces you
to his latest book, REX.

Learn from expert model-makers
how to make the famous Aardman
characters.Three workshops this
morning provide a creative and
hands-on activity for all ages.You will
also get the chance to ask questions
about the animation process.Then
take your clay models home and try
animating them using Aardman’s
easy-to-use Animate It! software.
8+
[HD36] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5

Dave Rudden
Knights of the Borrowed Dark
This debut author’s thrilling series
kicks off in style as orphan Denizen
Hardwick is snatched from his
orphanage to fulfil his amazing destiny.
Hear about the ancient order of
knights who control the terrifying
creatures that can grow in the dark
in a world where nothing can be
taken for granted.
10+
[HD37] 1pm CUBE £12

Aardman Workshops
Model-making 2: Morph
See 11.30am session for details.
8+
[HD38] 2.30pm CUBE £12

Aardman Workshops
Model-making 3:
Shaun the Sheep
See 11.30am session for details
8+

[HD39] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8

Dahl’s most Villainous
Villains with Lindsey Russell
of Blue Peter

Miss Trunchball? The very hungry
Crocodile? Farmers Boggis Bunce
and Bean? The Grand High Witch?
Who is Hay Festival’s most villainous
Roald Dahl villain? Join top authors as
they argue for their favourite villain
under the supervision of the Blue Peter
presenter then cast your vote!
8+
Sponsored by Literature Wales
[HD40] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Nick Sharratt
Vikings in the Supermarket
The illustrator has created a shopping
trip with a difference. Join him as he
sets loose six Vikings in a rollicking
adventure with one tartan-patterned
cat, a naughty vampire bat and a
clever mermaid.
3+
[HD41] 4pm CUBE £5

Fleur Alexander
Harry Potter
Explore the magical world of the
Harry Potter books with the Professor
of Potter’s brand new assistant. Join
in with spells and potions and be
part of a slow motion Quidditch
match. Learn about some of the great
characters from J.K. Rowling’s
much-loved books. A fun and
interactive event for all the family
whether you are new to the books
or a dedicated fan. Exclusive posters
for all who attend only available
at these events. Come and share
the magic.
8+

6+
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WEDNESDAY 1 JUNE
[HD42] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £5

[HD44] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

[HD48] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Liz Fost and Maisy
Maisy at 25

Gary Northfield
and Alex Milway

Susan Rennie and
the Word Wizards
The Oxford Roald
Dahl Dictionary

The lovable mouse has delighted
young children and parents for
more than 25 years. Join her birthday
celebrations with a professional
storyteller and hear all about Maisy’s
adventures with her friends.
3+
[HD43] 10am CUBE £5

Harper and the
Circus of Dreams
Cerrie Burnell, CBeebies presenter,
brings to life her magical tale of
Harper, a resourceful little girl who
lives in the City of Clouds with her
beloved cat Midnight and her
Aunt Sassy.
6+

Learn about the art of cartooning
and comic illustration from two top
creators of characterful creatures.
Northfield’s Julius Zebra is back with
a new mad-cap adventure in
Bundle with the Britons and Milway’s
adventurous pig and his hamster
sidekick return in Pigsticks and
Harold and the Pirate Treasure.
6+
[HD45] 11.30pm CUBE £6

Sophy Henn
Pass it On
The World Book Day illustrator
captures the delight of finding kindness
everywhere and anywhere, even in
the smallest things.Watch her draw
the animals live on stage, including
a monkey and a penguin, as she
tells this enchanting story.
3+
[HD46] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

M.G. Leonard and
Sarah Benyon
Beetle Boy
The author was terrified of beetles
until she started to write Beetle Boy,
when she discovered that they support
the eco-system of the whole planet.
As a result, she created Baxter the
rhinoceros beetle, side-kick to Darkus,
who needs all the help he can get to
find his missing father, in this funny and
heart-warming story. Dr Sarah Benyon
is an expert entomologist and head of
Benyon’s Bug Farm, with some very
cool beetles.

6+
Sponsored by Literature Wales
[HD49] 2.30pm CUBE £5

Kiran Millwood Hargrave
and Alwyn Hamilton

Powerful girls, swirling adventures,
fantasy worlds and a breathtaking love
story – join the authors of The Girl of
Ink and Stars and Rebel of the Sands,
two of the most exciting first novels
of 2016, as they reveal the inspiration
behind their sensational debuts.
8+
[HD50] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Lucy Worsley
Eliza Rose
The historian and broadcaster brings
the court of Henry VIII to life in her
first children’s novel. Go behind the
scenes and discover the friendships
and intrigues at the Royal court when
she tells the story of Eliza’s life as a
Maid of Honour to the glamorous
new Queen.
10+

8+

[HD51] 4pm CUBE £5

[HD47] 1pm CUBE £6

Vanessa Altin
The Pomegranate Tree

Janey Louise Jones
Super Fairies: Dancer
the Wild Pony
Brave, kind and always helpful, the
Superfairies of Peaseblossom Wood
love nothing more than solving a
problem using their superskills and
petal power to achieve fantastic
results. Find out more about the
magical talents of these tiny and
resourceful helpers.
6+
8

Calling all Roald Dahl fans, wordsmiths
and wannabe writers. Don’t be
biffsquiggled! Join lexicographer
Dr Susan Rennie and our word
wizards as they swashboggle their
way through the wonderful writing of
this great storyteller. Through games
and performance we’ll find how to
gobblefunk with words.

Dilvan, a young Kurdish girl, has fled
her home in Syria to escape the terror
that has overrun her country. In a brief
moment of safety she begins to record
in her diary the desperate search for
her family. Dilvan’s fighting spirit and
her compelling story is eloquently
told by a journalist who has reported
widely on the atrocities in Syria for
many newspapers. Real stories such as
Dilvan’s inspired her book.
12+

#HAYYA
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THURSDAY 2 JUNE
[HD52] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £7

[HD56] 1pm CUBE £6

[HD59] 4pm TELEGRAPH STAGE £7

Pontardawe Arts
Centre Presents
The King of the Sky

Michelle Robinson
Goodnight Spaceman

Malorie Blackman
Chasing the Stars

Enjoy a magical performance of the
play The King of the Sky, a touching
story of friendship and hope set in the
Welsh valleys in the 1920s. Zoologist
and author Nicola Davies touches on
universal themes of difference and the
kindness of strangers in this story of an
Italian boy’s experience as a refugee.

Bedtime goodnights to their toy
rockets and the planet turn into a
magical adventure for two Space-mad
boys once they’re asleep. Join the
author/illustrator as she takes them
on their journey, and make your own
planets to take home. Also, listen
out for astronaut Tim Peake’s special
message from Space.

The author pays tribute to
Shakespeare’s 400th anniversary in
this brilliant new novel inspired by
Othello. Her heartrending tale blends
a love story with a sci-fi twist in an
original Space-age adventure. Hear her
discuss the story and her own love of
Shakespeare with Claire Armitstead
of the Guardian.

6+

3+

12+

[HD53] 10am CUBE £5

[HD57] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5

Clare Nasir
Two Clouds and a Cough

The Bookseller YA Prize

Become a cloud expert with the
meteorologist, author and presenter.
She will spark the imagination of
young minds as she talks weather
and clouds, and reads from her
latest children’s book.
3+
[HD54] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Melvin Burgess
Junk at 20

12+

Junk won the prestigious Carnegie
Medal and Guardian Children’s
Book Prize in 1996. It was criticised
for depicting young drug-users.
Twenty years on, author Melvin
Burgess discusses the book and the
controversy that has surrounded
it with Jonathan Douglas of the
National Literacy Trust.
12+

Join a stellar line-up of some of
this year’s shortlisted authors for
The Bookseller YA Prize as they
are put under the spotlight by the
judges before the winner is finally
revealed. And celebrate with them
afterwards! This year’s frontrunners
are Holly Bourne, Sarah Crossan,
Jenny Downham, Frances Hardinge,
Catherine Johnson, Patrick Ness,
Louise O’Neill, Mel Salisbury,William
Sutcliffe and Lisa Williamson.

#HAYYA

[HD55] 11.30am CUBE £5

Julia Green
The Wilderness War

#HAYYA

[HD58] 2.30pm CUBE £6

Ross Welford and
Christopher Edge
Science and Wonder
The brilliant Ross and Christopher
explore the wonder of science as a
way to explain some of the mysteries
of the world in their books, Time
Travelling with a Hamster and The Many
Worlds of Albie Bright.
8+

#TALKINGABOUTSHAKESPEARE

#HAYYA

[HD60] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Frances Hardinge,
Katherine Woodfine
and Lyn Gardner
Mystery Moments
Unexplained death! Who knows what
will happen next? Come and meet the
authors of The Lie Tree, The Mystery of
the Jewelled Moth and Rose Campion
and the Stolen Secret – three hugely
entertaining and gripping stories.
10+
[HD61] 4pm CUBE £7

Liz Fost
Thunderbirds Are Go
For fans of the new TV series, an
action-packed session where you
can learn what it takes to become a
legendary member of International
Rescue. Play games, take part in
secret missions and hear tales of the
illustrious Tracy brothers in their
courageous battles.
6+

Can Noah and his friends save their
wilderness from developers? It’s the
place where they make dens and sleep
under the stars and they’re prepared
to fight to save it. Join the author as
she discusses the book and her own
passion for preserving and protecting
the countryside.
8+
In association with The Woodland Trust

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org/HAYDAYS
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#HAYYA
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FRIDAY 3 JUNE
[HD62] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7

[HD66] 11.30am CUBE £6

[HD70] 2.30pm CUBE £5

Martin Brown
Terrible Tudors

Abi Elphinstone
and Emma Carroll
Writing Danger

Rachel Bright
The Lion Inside

The illustrator has brought decades of
Terry Deary’s Horrible Histories to life
in his brilliant drawings, which show
just what life was like long ago. Now
he’s illustrated the foulest facts about
the Terrible Tudors, a badly behaved
bunch. Enjoy intolerable torture and
shocking swearing as you discover the
true Tudors.
8+

Danger! Sometimes authors just have
to be mean – characters in peril are
an absolute must to drive the plot.
The writers discuss the dangers faced
by their characters in Strange Star and
The Shadow Keeper, and why writing
about danger is so thrilling.
10+

[HD63] 10am CUBE £7

Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet
Supertato Veggies Assemble

David Solomons
My Brother is a Superhero

The author and illustrator of Barry,
the Fish with Fingers and I Need a Wee!
share their latest story about the
amazing Supertato. Called in to save a
supermarket from the reign of terror
by the evil pea, Supertato must avert
disaster – and he’ll need all your help!

The award-winning author and
screenwriter discusses his fast-moving,
quick-talking story about the
larger-than-life adventures of Luke, a
comic-mad 11-year old who has only
five days to rescue his brother and
save the world after a dramatic alien
visit and a case of mistaken identity.

3+

8+

[HD64] 11.30am TATA TENT £9

[HD68] 1pm CUBE £6

Roger McGough
LiTTLe MACHiNe
Poetry Pie

Jenny Valentine, Annabel
Pitcher and Hayley Long
Family Secrets

For 6+ year-olds and their elders and
betters and worsers, a morning of
poems, songs, rhymes, drawings and
jokes with ‘the patron saint of poetry’
and his band, the delightful masters of
poetry and song. As always, his poems
are full of wit and wisdom, with word
play, puns and sharp observations on
all aspects of life. Come and savour a
slice of this brand new poetry pie!
6+
[HD65] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Laura Dockrill
Star Cross’d
The poet, writer and illustrator
introduces Star Cross’d, her
contemporary film version of
Romeo and Juliet commissioned for
the Shakespeare Lives programme
by the British Council. She explores
the continuing relevance of the story
and its influence on her own writing
including Loreli.

10

3+
[HD71] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

[HD67] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

12+

The author and illustrator introduces
a lion who is just a little bit different.
When a mouse meets a lion it’s easy
to guess who will be more afraid…
or is it? Find out how this lion can
overcome his fears and discover his
own true bravery.

Join the three award-winning authors
of Fire Colour One, Silence is Goldfish
and Sophie Someone to discuss
different ways of telling stories
about families and the complications
of the secrets they keep.
12+
#HAYYA
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop
[HD69] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8

Michael Morpurgo
War Story
Michael Morpurgo’s modern
First World War classic Private
Peaceful is the focus of this event
commemorating the centenary
of the Battle of the Somme.The
best-selling author talks about his
dramatic and moving story, its origins,
and about writing about war and the
consequences of conflict.
Family event

#TALKINGABOUTSHAKESPEARE

#HAYYA

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org/HAYDAYS

Lucy Hawking 		
George and the Blue Moon
Explore space with the daughter of
the famous physicist with whom she
co-wrote the book, as she shares
George’s fifth fabulous adventure.This
time he and his friend Annie have been
selected to train as junior astronauts,
but bad things are happening in space,
with mysterious missions taking off
unsupervised. How can they be sure
they’ll be safe?
10+
[HD72] 4pm CUBE £6

Cecelia Ahern and
Christopher Vick

The best-selling author of Flawed
and the debut author of Kook discuss
teen life, the key issues in writing YA
fiction and what really matters to
their readers. Chaired by HAYDAYS
director Julia Eccleshare.
12+

#HAYYA

@hayfestival
#HAYYA
#HAYDAYS

SATURDAY 4 JUNE
[HD73] 10am TELEGRAPH STAGE £8

[HD77] 1pm TATA TENT £7

[HD81] 2.30pm CUBE £6

Chris Riddell
Ask the Children’s Laureate

Julian Clary
and David Roberts
The Bolds to the Rescue

Marcia Williams
Mr William
Shakespeare’s Plays

The comedian/entertainer/writer and
award-winning illustrator introduce
you to their latest book, a brand new
adventure about a family of hyenas
living in an ordinary suburban street.
An unmissable event packed with wildly
hilarious readings in Julian’s unique style,
together with live drawing from David.

Marking 400 years since the death
of Shakespeare, the cartoonist and
children’s author will bring the Bard’s
work vividly to life. Come up on stage
and help Marcia re-enact The Tempest,
using masks, props and plenty of drama.

8+

[HD82] 4pm CUBE £6

[HD78] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Miriam Moss and Jon Walter
Survival Tactics

Meet the Children’s Laureate, who
will live-draw the answers to your
questions.The children he chooses can
take their doodle-answers home with
them and own a unique piece of art
from one of our greatest illustrators.
6+
[HD74] 10am CUBE £5

Nandana Sen
Kangaroo Kisses
The actress and children’s rights
activist introduces her first book for
children. Kangaroo Kisses charmingly
captures every child’s bedtime, and
adds a very special fantasy to it.
3+
[HD75] 11.30am TATA TENT £15

Michael Morpurgo
and Friends
Where My Wellies Take Me
A concert performance following
nine-year-old Pippa on a ramble
through woods, farms and fields. Her
lively commentary is interwoven
with seasonal songs of midwinter,
springtime and harvest and verses
by Sean Rafferty, Seamus Heaney,
D.H Lawrence, Robert Browning and
Shakespeare. A celebration of nature
and the countryside, this is narrated
by Clare and Michael Morpurgo
with Natalie Walter, the songs are
performed by award-winning a cappella
group Voices at the Door.
6+
In association with Farms for City Children
[HD76] 11.30am CUBE £6

Isabel and Imogen
Greenberg
Tomb Raiders: Make Your
Own Treasure Hoard

Ben Bailey Smith
and Sav Akyüz
I am Bear
“I am Bear. And I am bare.The suit I
wear has purple hair.” See this brand
new hilarious picture-book brought to
life by the creators, as they keep young
mischief-makers entertained with
cheeky trickster Bear.
3+
[HD79] 1pm CUBE £5

First News
Hold the Front Page!
Join First News to celebrate 10 years
of first-class news especially for
children. Find out what goes on behind
the scenes in creating a newspaper and
have a go at being a journalist yourself.
6+
[HD80] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £5

8+

#TALKINGABOUTSHAKESPEARE

Miriam was on a plane that was
hijacked in the Middle East when she
was 15 and flying without her parents,
and Jon survived the 2004 Boxing
Day tsunami in the Indian Ocean. Join
them for a discussion on turning fact
into fiction.
12+

#HAYYA

[HD83] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Caspar Lee and Emily
Riordan Lee talk to
Peter Florence
Caspar Lee: the Book
YouTube sensation Caspar Lee and
his mum Emily Riordan Lee discuss
the power of social media and life
at the heart of it, including details
about their now-famous mother/son
relationship. Join them in conversation
with the Hay Festival Director.
12+

#HAYYA

Sophie Thompson
Zoo Boy
The actress and winner of Celebrity
MasterChef in 2014 discusses her first
book for children. A wonderfully
inventive story of a boy who finds he
can talk to animals, Zoo Boy takes a
fresh and funny look at animals and
how we treat them.
6+

Discover fascinating facts about
the ancient Egyptians. Join sisters
Isabel and Imogen to find out about
the fabulous treasures Pharaoh
Tutankhamun took to his tomb.Then
create your own treasure hoard to
take away and enjoy later.
6+

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org/HAYDAYS
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SUNDAY 5 JUNE
[HD84] 10am TELEGRAPH STAGE £6

Christopher Lloyd
The Complete Plays
of William Shakespeare
How many plays did Shakespeare
write? Which feature ghosts? Which
are non-fiction and which are made
up? The WhatOnEarth Wallbook
author explores the world of human
emotion using a giant timeline, a
coat of many pockets and a series of
everyday objects as props. Audience
participation required, suitable for
ages 6-106.
[HD85] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Kristina Stephenson
Sir Charlie Stinky Socks:
The Mummy’s Gold
The ever-popular Sir Charlie Stinky
Socks is on a new quest – to return
a sack of stolen Egyptian gold to its
rightful owner. But returning gold
is no easier than finding it. Join Sir
Charlie’s bestselling creator in an
exciting gold quest.

[HD89] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU-WALES
STAGE £7

Debbie Moon
Wolfblood
Meet the creators, producers and
stars of hot CBBC drama Wolfblood,
an award-winning combination of
thrilling action and intrigue entwined
with stories of secrets and friendships
surrounding the mysterious race of
Wolfbloods who live among us.
12+

#HAYYA

[HD90] 1pm CUBE £6

Gavin Puckett
Hendrix the Rocking Horse
Join the author of the hilarious story
about Hendrix, a horse with an ear
for music who has a life-changing
moment when he hears the band
The Tumbling Pebbles and gets hold
of one of their guitars. Hendrix makes
a musical transformation and turns
himself into a rock ’n’ roll rocking horse.
3+

3+

[HD91] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU-WALES
STAGE £7

[HD87] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Chris Riddell and Friends
The Laureate’s Drawing

Winnie-the-Pooh		
Join Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends
Tigger, Rabbit and Eeyore at a magical
event that will take you deep into the
heart of Hundred Acre Wood.
3+

[HD92] 6.30pm TELEGRAPH STAGE £12

Evelyn Glennie and
Christopher Lloyd
The Sounds of Science
The great percussionist makes her
Hay debut with an audio narrative
that details nearly 100 scientific
discoveries made over the past
10,000 years. In this unmissable
event, audiences will hear the
extraordinary story of how humans
have changed the world, from the first
stone tools through to the discovery
of Newton’s laws of motion and
gravity, the nuclear age and beyond.
The WhatOnEarth historian and
festival favourite introduces some
of the moments featured here
using a giant timeline of more
than 1,000 inventions.
“Throughout the music the piece
awakens us to sounds that trigger
memories we may have forgotten
in our everyday cacophony of sounds.
Sounds depicting significant moments
in history including the discovery of
fire, carving the wheel, connecting us
via telephone.” – Evelyn Glennie.
The work was commissioned by the
Edinburgh Science Festival.

The Children’s Laureate is joined
by some of the best new illustrators
to discuss the challenges and magic
of telling stories to all ages through
pictures.
8+

[HD88] 11.30am CUBE £6

Emerald Fennell
Monsters
Emerald Fennell, author and Call the
Midwife star talks about her new
book, in which the dark-hearted
12-year-olds whose holiday has a
decidedly savage edge to it in her
most recent book.
12+ 		

#HAYYA
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